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DELICIONI
’FRESH ONION’

As a fresh onion, Delicioni is a very interesting addition to the assortment of storage and bunching onions 
considered traditionally within the chain. 

TASTE • HEALTH • CONVENIENCE
 
The bulb of the fresh onion is particularly juicy and has a powerful flavour. The stems are very decorative and tasty too. 
Delicioni is attractively presented in a bunch of three with various colours. Thanks to this colour range, the fresh onion 
presents beautifully on both plates and shelves. The juicy and crunchy bite and the powerful flavour make this onion 
a wonderful companion for salads and grilling.
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Southern Europe 
 
TAKALU  
The earliest, only suitable for intermediate areas

MUSICA 
Vigour and mild flavour

HANTAMARIA 
White onion with healthy leaves 

VIRGIN 
White onion, fast grower

RED LABEL 
Early with a very beautiful red colour

RED RUM  
The darkest red colour variety with nice bulbs

Ask your local Bejo representative for more information  
or visit www.bejo.com/delicioni

Northern Europe 
 
TROY  
Has nice globe yellow bulbs, production from sets

WHITE LADY  
Nice bulb with good bright white colour

HYLANDER  
Good quality highly downy mildew resistant variety

HYSKY  
Very nice onion, is relatively strong against fusarium

RED LADY  
A beautiful red to dark red colour

RED TIDE   
A very attractive early red hybrid, produces nice round 
bulbs 

 Also available as organic seed.

Unique characteristics for Delicioni:
	u The onion is full of taste, by its crispness and juiciness
	u Fresh young harvested onion
	u Ready to cut, ready to eat
	u Nicely presented by the bunch
	u Attractive form because of bulb/neck ratio
	u Colourful by its combination of red, white and yellow cream
	u Onion is a product with healthy characteristics: due to its flavonoids  

it has an antioxidant function, good for purification of the blood
	u Powerful taste, which is caused by the level of pyruvate in the onion
	u By grilling, the sugars in the onion will caramelize and the taste will become sweeter
	u Year round production possible
	u Cultivation possible from seeds and both plants and sets
	u Early crop in southern countries, where they start with onion sets >  

fresh produce in 8 weeks. In northern countries early harvest possible as well 
	u Usage: salads, stir fry, grill, barbecue for the fresh (whole) onion bulb.  

Also the leaves can be used for cooking

VARIETIES
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